
In this warm up activity, children work on their 
special awareness, communication and 
cooperation. 

Setup: mark out an area using cones or simply use 
the indoor space available. Children are to space 
out in the marked area.

How to play:

Children move around the area however they wish or as requested by the 
teacher. 
On the commend of "side to side" the children pair up and stand side to side. 
Which pair can do this first?

Experiment with a variety of body parts.

- back to back
- elbow to elbow
- knee to knee

Progression:

Call out two different body parts such as "elbow to knee" can children pair 
up so one of their elbows touches their partners knee?



In colour rush, children will work on their 
spatial awareness, locomotion skills and 
object control. 

Setup:

Mark our 4 coloured areas using cones or 
coloured spots as shown below.

Stage one: allow children free movement between zones, on your whistle who can 
stop first?

Stage two: upon entering a coloured zone, children must move a certain way,
- green = jump
- red = hop
- yellow = side step
- blue = backwards

Stage 3: give children a ball. They must move through the coloured zones as before but 
keep their ball from hitting the floor.

Stage 4: each zone designates a skill to rehearse with the ball. 

Green = throw & catch, red = bounce & catch, yellow = pass hand to hand, blue = pass 
ball around waist



 This activity seeks to continue focusing on spatial awareness, object 
control and introduces the concept of attacking/defending

Setup:

Mark out a playing area or use hall space available. Split the area in half and 
place a number of cones in each half with balls on top of them. Split children 
into two teams and place one team in each half of the area.

How to play:

The aim of the game is for each team to remove the balls from their own half of 
the area and take them to a cone in their opponents half.  The team with the 
fewest balls at the end of the game wins.

Progressions:

- children can tag opponents who enter their half.  If a player is tagged, they 
return to their own half of the area and choose another ball to try to move 
across.

- children work in pairs and must pass the ball a set number of times before 
taking it into their opponents half.



 This warm up game has a focus on spatial awareness, movement, agility and 
communication.

Setup:

Mark out a playing area or use hall space available. All children spread out and 
stand in a space. Two children are selected as taggers. They stand together 
holding hands. 

How to play:

The aim of the game is for the taggers to move linked together and tag other 
players. They must be linked at all times. If a player is tagged, they join the 
taggers by holding hands and making a three. If a fourth player is tagged, they 
would form a line of 4, then split up to form two twos. Continue until 
everybody is captured!

Progressions:

- taggers can be linked by holding either end of a bib to increase reach. 
- players must hop/jump around to give the taggers a better chance.



In the great escape, students will develop their spatial awareness, agility, 
object control and attacking & defending principles.

Setup: place 6 coloured gates (doors), marked using cones around the 
designated playing area. Children all spread out and find a space inside the gates 
as shown above. 

How to play: children must move through a gate to leave the area, before 
returning and repeating through a different one. How many gates can they get 
through in 30 seconds?

Progressions: 

-players are not allowed to move forwards through the gates. What other 
interesting ways can they? Jump, twist, hop, crawl?

- add guards in the gates. They must stop players escaping by tagging them. If 
tagged, players must find a different gate. 

- players work in pairs and must try to pass an object (ball or bib) through a 
gate and past a guard.



In this activity, children will work on their dribbling and passing skills when 
using a football.

Setup: place a variety of gates using cones within a marked area. Children space 
out inside this area and have one ball each. 

How to play: children must pass the ball through a gate, run around and 
collect on the other side. How many gates can you get through in 30 
seconds?

Progressions: 

-players encouraged to try using their left and right foot!

- add 2 defenders. Defenders are allowed to block passes through gates but 
not tackle.



In this game, children work on their dribbling and close 
control skills with a ball using their feet.

Setup: children (fish) are all given a ball and 
spread out inside the marked area. Two children 
are selected as sharks (they don't need a ball)

How to play: fish must move around the area 
protecting their ball from the sharks. Sharks 
aim to get bites (touches) on fishes  ball with 
their foot. Which shark gets the most 
bites?

Progression:

- fish all have 3 lives. If they lose them all 
they must go to the side of the playing area and 
perform 10 star jumps before joining back in!



In this game, children work on their dribbling, close control 
and passing skills.

Setup: children (hyenas) are all given a ball and 
spread out inside the marked area. Two children are 
selected as the lions. 

How to play: the lions must catch as many hyenas as 
possible by passing their ball against the hyenas 
ball or leg. If hit, the hyena must pick up the ball, 
place it on their head and stand with legs wide apart. 
A hyena can be freed by another hyena passing their 
ball through their legs. How many hyenas can the 
lions catch?

Progression:

- add in extra lions.
- play as a knockout, once hit you are eliminated.


